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Gene Trees with Background Selection

Richqrd R. Hudson and Norman L. Kaplan

Abstract. Consideration of the coalescent process is shown to be useful for
analyzing neutal variation linked to loci at which deleterious variation is
maintained by mutation-selection balance. Formulas for expected nucleotide
diversity and the expected number of polymorphic sites in a sample are ob-
tained. Simulations based on the coalescent process demonstrate that such
background selection will rarely result in rejection of the neutral model using
Tajima's D statistic. Models with recombination are also considered.

Introduction

Charlesworth, Morgan and Charlesworth have recently shown that the level d
neutral variation at a locus can be significantly reduced by selection at linked
loci acting against deleterious alleles maintained by mutation.r They derirud
approximate formulas for the reduction in nucleotide diversity that results frm
such background selection against deleterious mutations. They also obtaind
formulas for the expected number of polymorphic sites in the entire populatin
under this model. They showed that the effects of background selection ma1- h
significant for some region s of the Drosophila melanogaster genome. The purpm
of this paper is to demonstrate how approximate formulas for the expeood
nucleotide diversity, and the expected number of polymorphic sites in samph"
can be derived by consideration of the gene genealogy of sampled alleles- l
model with recombination will also be analyzed.

Charlesworth, Morgan and Charlesworth also suggested that background sehc-
tion might be detectable, at least in smaller populations with Tajima's tes d
neutrality based on D (Ref I and 2). Tajima's test will detect an excess of rrc
variants, which under some circumstances is expected under background selectin
models.r Simulations based on the coalescent process will be brought to bear cl
this issue.
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The Model

Consider a neutral locus within which no recombination occurs, and with a

neutral mutation rate p, per site per generation. Under a standard Wright-Fisher

model3, with diploid population size of N, the nucleotide diversity, rr, has

expected value given by

E(n):4Nu' (1)

and the expectation of S", the number of polymorphic sites per base pair in a

:ample of size n is

E(s,): +Nw\rli

Ref 4). These are equilibrium results for a neutral locus which is isolated, i.e.,

mlinked to loci at which natural selection is operating. We wish to consider a

oeutral locus linked to a collection of loci at which deleterious mutations occur'

lIe will assume that this collection of loci, at which deleterious mutations can

-rcur, are completely linked to each other, and hence can be considered together

r. a single locus which we will refer to as the "deleterious region." Initially,
te neutral locus and the deleterious region will be assumed to be completely

sked. Later we will allow recombination between the neutral locus and the

ieleterious region with the relationship of the neutral locus and the deleterious

=gion as shown in Figure L Note that this assumption about recombination is

Itferent and probably less realistic than the model considered by Charlesworth
gr ol.t which allows recombination between all the loci involved, with the neutral

-racus centrally located. Our model simplifies the mathematics and permits us to

gp.in some insight into the role of recombination. When recombination rates are

ltro the two models are identical.
The total rate of mutation to deleterious alleles for the deleterious region is

<- l*

(2\
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i rure l. A simple recombination model, with a neutral locus linked to a deleterious

'eg:ion.
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assumed ro be tJrz per generation per gamete. (we follow the notation of

Ail;t;;;i ", 
ot: i""fJv ;t po"iut"I) The input of mutations will usuallv

be assumed to be poisson distributed' Back mutation is assumed not to occur'

Gametes that carry i o"i"i"Jou, mutations will be referred to as i-gametes. ['et

i denote the frequency i' tt'" popotation of-igametes' and f denote the vector'

( f.,fr,f2,f3 ...). In u, irn'it" popui*io'' frrill attain an equilibrium value referred

toasmutation-selectionuatance.Thevaluesoffatequilibriumwilldependon
details of the selection- model, including the strength of sete-1-!11^against the

deleteriousmutants,thedominance,theinteractionbetweenmutations,andthe
mutationrates.Wewillassumethatsuchamutationselectionbalanceexistsin
ourpopulationandthatfisabsolutelyconstant.[nfact,inanyfinitepopulation
fisexpectedtovaryandforthatreasonourresultsmustbeconsideredapproxi-
mate. For t*g" popututio^ the app'o*i*ations will be quite accurate' Many of

ourresultswillbe""p,"""Outfunctionsoff'Theseresultsareindependentof,
the exact form of ,"t""tion which resulted in a particular_value.of f. In some

cases numerical results will be given for a particuiarly simple model (considered

also by Charlesworth .' o7'\,ln which all deleterious mutants have the sam

fitness affect and the int"ru"tiin is multiplicative. under thi: T"d:! 
an individual

heterozygousatisitesisassumedtohavefitness(l-sh)irelativetoan.individuel
withnodeleterious*o,u.ion..Thiswillbereferredtoasthemultiplicatiw
-"J"f. In this case, for autosomal loci the ft are given by

/ld
. \zsnl _@t2sh) (3r
J,:-u-e

,*$"tru.r,r.e 
an equilibrium discrete generation model with muration follonuN

by selection as shown in Figure 2'

mutation mating and selection >
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.,r{tfl
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Figure 2 . The life cycle assumed for the analysis of gene genealogies under back

selection.
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The Coalescent process and Gene Genealogies

The expected nucreotide diversity due to neutrar variation can be expressed as2p times the expected time (measuJ l, t"r".",t"rs) back to the most recentcommon ancestor of rwo randomly samptJa copies of u g"n"'.-ii.iiarry, theexpected number of polymorphic ,it", ir'u f*g"1:uTpl: can be expressed as ptrmes rhe expected ru.o oi the lengths or'u tt"-u.-"t"r'Ji"r*,. g"n.
i";fl::, 

of the sample, again *"ururJJl, g"n"rutio^,. i;;; Ji"iou,iorr,

E(r): PT,

and

E(S,): p.T.,

where T, is twice the expected time back to the common ancestor of two randomlysampred genes and T" is the 
"rp".r"J--ui length of the gene genearogy of asample of size n. Under tle wright Fistrer neutrat moder i ir-+'i'g"n"rutionr,and hence the result ll].fh" "ri""r"Jaof'tength of the gene gerieatogy of asample of size n, is 4N l(l/j), iom *fri"t ,t" result (2) follows. To see howbackground selection affects ru"r"otia" a-Jority and,h";;;";;;potymorprricsites in sampres we need onry carcuraie ,;;;i;,itffi;ffi:;,lno ,"r..tionmodel and compare them to the values under the neutral modet. Sometimes thelengths will be measured 

ilrlftr- "J 
;N;;;"rrtions, in which case under theneutral model, Tris 2, and T, is 2 r(r4).- 

^-vrg!rv'o, r, w,rur case

No Recombination

To calcurate the meansize of,a sample gene genealogy we procede in a fashionexactly analogous to that uryd to uiayi"g",i" g"n"utogies under other modelsrRef' 5 and references therein). Th"; ir; #-i;rio, tt 
" 
iin"ugo;, ,,il sampredgenes back in time, keeping track of ;*; in the ancestral genes and theoccurrence of most recent commo, -""rtolr. The times between events areexponentiallv distributed with means *t i"t, ,iri u" oescriuea tei;;:; examplegenealogy is shown in Figure :. as one tra."r o*t arong a rineage of a gameten-ith one or more deleterious _rtutionr,lil"f

mutated ctas ses, urti-ut.ry rri"id ;; ;; ;;#;1;:dl# *:Tffi ,11:Tor back mutation, Iineages can move to crasses with t*g., nu.i"r, li"*u,uriorr,roo') The two events which must u" ,orlir."a in the history of a sample arecoalescent events, in which t*o hr"ag"s"iuu" i'.o-,,on ancestor, and mutationevents, in which a lineage moves from a more deleterious class to a ress dereterious
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Figure 3 . An example gene genealogy of a sample of three gametes' One of the sampled

gametes is a l-gamete and the other two are 0-gametes' A mutation event is marked "M"

ind two coalescent events are marked "C"'

class (as we move back in time') In many ways the coalescent process for this

model is like the coalescent process undir geographic structure models (or the

balancing selection *oJO;in wtictr th" diff"d classes of gametes can be

thought of as partially iJut.O ruUpopulationss..Coalescent events can only occur

between members or tn" ,arn" type iamete (subpopulation) and mutation events

are analogous to migration events'

We first consider " 
;il ;i;ne gamete' then a sample of two gametes and

finally give results for an arbitrary size sample'

Al-gamete,bydefinitioncaniesonedeleteriousmutation.Howlongagodid
the mutation in a randomly chosen l-gamete occur? In other words' how far

back in time must "';;; 
to nna the first 0-gamete ancestor of a randoml-v

sampledl-gamete?The'answeriseasilyexpre-ssedintermsoftheprobability
P,o, that a randomly t"*J"A l-gamete in thi current generation has a 0-gametc

ancestor one generation back' It is easy to see that at equilibrium' the time bact

tofirst0-gamete*""'*l'approximatelyexponentiallydistributedwithmean
l/Pro. Pro is given bY

t"P),-'''
P,,n=

fofi'-uo +f,"-'o
^E).^

This result is most easily seen by considering the population after mutation but

before selection (r"" Fi;;;'i'-ittr'i' poiniof the life cycle' the frequency d
l-gametes, f,', is give"n uy itre denominator of the middle part of (4)' Tb

,(;)
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ff:Tl"*,:i:-?::::"*i:1e nlwrr mutated from 0_gametes is the numeraror.

* i":: ::: di stingu i sh..b"*"E, r""*'ffi ;il'; ;ilHJI",:',ff Hff ;:i":;
il::"i":Jfr :'".:,3lrg:"-lp."l'::'iith1;;;;'d;i;.il;:fffi:::fj

frequency of_ o_r.rvrvo suruuB arr r_gametes ls the same after se*i;.j::"_*::j.. 
:l the righ't.hand ,i;" ;f i;; gives p,o.

More generally, rhe proUaUltity ,t" ,r-i_gffie is derived from a j-gameteone generation earlier is

P,:

Hff"Xj: 
quite large, pu is approximately zero, unless j is equal

D - -f,'t (Ul2)
' ii-t - TJgSsy.'

j<i

j>i

(6)

5or the multiplicative model,.using (3) and (6), one finds that p,,_, _ ish. So: sh equals 0'02, as suggested uy clartesworti rt ot., for Drosophiia'melanogas_

f,;.i.,i"",1i'l?Jls 
mutation on a l-gamer. i, o, averase onry l/0.02 : 50

Now we consider a sample of two gametes, and for simplicity suppose thatte population has only 0^_gametes unO'igu.i"t"s, so that fo+ f,: 1.0. (This is:n,y an approximation ir ir,. input of ,r;;;;io^ is poisson.) There are threeir:lf t"-o]e configurations, namely, ,*o o_gu-"res, one 0_gamete and one--{amete, and two l_gametes. LetT(i,o), T(1,1) and T(0,2) denote twice theuean time back to the common ancestor of two sampred gametes for these threesumple configurations, respectively. Twice the overall mean time back to the',rfilmon ancestor of two,sampled gametes, Tr, is the *"."g" ,rirr"s"e*weigtrteatrm sre frequency of the different ;df;;#;urations,
T,:f?(2,0) + 2fo1f41,1) +fiTe,z). (7)

h p_robability that two O-gametes have a comn
ur - oNf), tin"" tr,"r" q" zNq ,_gametes,";il:rfi":ri::::rfl:::*:r,,?H

ffi:1"Xr+"*,Hlfl,ilil<ery"as ; ;;;;. or each or trie two^sampred

rir
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T(2,0) = 2(2NfJ'
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ancestors are o-gametes. In this case, E(Tr) : 4Npfo, which is just a factor of
fo different from the neutral value, as was previously foundr.

Extension of these equations to a sample of n gametes with arbitrary vector
f is straightforward. consider a random sample of n gametes. The sample can
be characterizedby a vector n : (no, n1' n2, ...), where n, is the number of
i-gametes in the sample. (Note, that In, : n.) Under our model, n has a
multinomial distribution with parameters n and f. we denote the mean genealogy
size of a sample with configuration, n, by T(n). From now on time will be
measured in units of 2N generations. Equations for T(n) will be given later.
To obtain the overall mean genealogy size, T,, one must average over these
configurations using the multinomial probabilities as weights,

(11)

*here the M(nln, f; are multinomial probabilities referred to above and the
.ummation is over all possible n, with In, : n. This is the generalization of
-).

-\ssuming that both mutation events and coalescent events are improbable in
rnv single generation, so that the probability of more than one event occurring
m a single generation is negligible, the mean time in the genealogy of a sample
nr*i configuration n, satisfies the following recursion approximately,

i"(n):r, * XALi,
i:0

II,,,
rwNmue*ree,aretheunitvectors,(0,...,0,1,0,..,0),withaoneintheidposition.

ln.\. l. t ,'f is taken to be zero. The P,, are given by (5). X(n) is the probability

l\ senerations of some event occurring, either a common ancestor event or
event. The first term on the right hand side of (12) is the mean time

-(,X(n): L f +2N

:r,: rhe first event times the number of lineages, n.
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Table t. Simulation results showing the affect of background selection on Tajima's D

i;uistic. (4Nu: 15, sh: 0.02).

: U N 7f S,' D' P(D<D"d,f

I 0.0 (neutral)

0.01

ll 0.0 (neutral)

0.01

iiX 0.0 (neutral)

0.01

0.1

100

3200

105

106

100
3200

105

106

100

3200

10s

106

100

3200

l0s

106

100

3200

105

106

100

3200

10s

106

1.00

0.87
0.79

0.79

0.78

0.52
0.10

0.08

0.08

1.00

0.88
0.78

0.78
0.78

0.51
0.10

0.08

0.08

1.00

0.87
0.78

0.79

0.78

0.51
0.10

0.08

0.08

1.00

0.91
0.79

0.78

0.78

0.58
0. 11

0.08

0.08

1.00

0.94
0.79

0.78
0.78

0.67
0.14

0.08

0.08

1.00

0.97
0.80

0.78

0.78

0.75
0.19

0.09

0.08

-0.06

-o.22
-0.08
-0.06
-0.08

-0.54
-0.43
-0.05
-0.04

-0.10

-0.33
-0.14
-0.09
-0.1 1

-0.85
-0.84
-0.09
-0.05

-0.10

-0.38
-0.18
-0.09
-0.1 I

- 1.01

-1.31
-0.15
-0.06

0.019

0.023
0.022

o.022

0.023

0.019
0.021

0.008

0.008

0.021

0.032
o.024

0.024
0.o24

0.053
0.133

o.026

0.023

o.026

0.035
0.034

0.025

0.028

0.104
0.376

0.030

o.023

0.1

0.1

'These are the average values in 10,000 simulated samples divided by the expected value under

ie neutral model.

'This is the mean value of Tajima's D statistic in 10,000 simulated samples'

" P(D<D"il) is the fraction of 10,000 simulated samples with D<Dut' Dctt is - 1'75' -l '72' and

-1.61 for n=10, 30, and 100, respectively.

tor larger sample sizes. For larger U, and consequently smaller fo, we would

expect the efficts of background selection on Tajima's D to extend to larger

population sizes than we have observed here.

Recombination

lf recombination occurs at rate r per generation per gamete between the neutral

locus and the deleterious region, as indicated in Figure 1, extensions to (12) can
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we can get a better feeling for the dependence of r, on r by considering the
multiplicative model, in which, as noted after equation (6), the relevant pu are
simple functions of sh unless U is quite large. In this case, it is easy to see that
the system (12) depends on the composite parameters 2Nsh, 2Nr and f, which
is itself a function of u/(2sh). This has implications for simulations of this
model aimed at the interpretation of variation in large natural populations. If the
simulations are carried out with small populations, then it appears that the values
of sh and r used should be scaled up, so that the values of Nsh and Nr are
realistic. However, we have seen earlier, when considering the no recombination
model, that as Nsh gets large, that properties of the gene genealogy become
independent of Nsh, and become dependent on U/sh only. Thus, if iire natural
population of interest is large, so that Nsh is very large, then the simulation
parameter, Nsh, needs to be large also, but not necessarily as large as the actual
population being considered.

The apparent dependence of the system on 2Nr also needs to be considered.
For the case, n:2 and when f0+f1 - l, the system is small enough that an
analytical solution can be obtained without great difficulty. However, the solution
is cumbersome and will not be presented here. However, if 2Nsh is very large
compared to one, the solution simplifies to :

T,: (14)
[,-' (;)]i,

,.r(;h.Gl^

which shows that for large N, it is the ratio of r to sh that is important for
determining the equilibrium level of variation. Again, it appears that simulations
with realistic values of sh and r, but unnrealistically small population size, can
yield relevant results for interpreting variation in large natural populations. one
does not need to use scaled up values of r, as long as the simulation value of
Nr and Nsh are sufficiently large.

Using Equation (14), we see that if r((sh, that T, is approximately 2fo,
which is the no recombination result. Similarly, if r))sh, T, is approximately
equal to two, the result without any deleterious background mutation. Note that
these are only approximate conditions since there is a dependence on fo as well.
Figure 4 shows that these conditions are also appropriate at least in some cases
when fo*f, is not near one. This suggests that the more realistic recombination
model of Charlesworth et al. might be approximated as follows. perhaps, one
can simply ignore the effects of deleterious loci that are too far away, say with
rlsh, and treat all loci such that r(sh as if they were completely linked. That
is, one uses the no-recombination model, but considers only loci such that r(sh.
Recall in the charlesworth et a/. model, there are approximately 500 deleterious
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loci on each side of the neutral loci. They asssume that sh:0.02 for their

simulations.Thelocimostdistantfromtheneutrallocirecombinewiththe
neutral loci approxim;l, "t 

rate 500c' where c is the rate of recombination

between adjacent loci' Therefore if c is less than sh/500 : 0'021500 : 4 x 10-5'

then the most distant f""itiiff have r ( sh' and we expect the no'recombination

model to apply. Indeed;; ;;t i' Figure 1 of Charlesw orth et al't that for c less

than 4 x 10-', the nucleotide diversity is roughly reduced PI ft" factor fn :

"*pi-UlZrtl, 
as with no recombinati'on' For larger recombination rates' our

approximation, suggests that the U in this expression should be replaced by a

smallernumbertt,ut"".'"'p"ndstothefractionoflociwithinarecombination
distance of sh of tte n"ui.ur locus. The number of loci within that distance of

the neutral loci is 2sh/c' Thus, U should be replaced (2sh/c)(U/M)'. where M is

thetotalnumberofloci.Thusweexpectthereductioninnucleotidediversiq
to be aPProximatelY

fo:exP(-{2shU/cM)}/2sh}:exp(-U/cM):exp(-u)'(15}

whereuisU/cM,thedeleteriousmutationrateperdiploidperrecombination
unit. The quantity f. it;;; to be interpreted as ihe frequency of gametes that

arefreeofdeleteriousmutationswithinarecombinationaldistanceofshofth
neutrallocusofi."'*.n"'^.tably,thisfraction,underthemultiplicative
model, appears to u" 

"ppt"*i*'i"1y 
independent of sh' as long as the ends of

rhe region *" .".o-ui'niiionally ,urn"i"ntty distant. Equation (15) should be

regarded as tentative until simulations or analysis are carried out to verify io

accuracy. We note *il th"t (15) is roughly compatible with Figure 1 of

Charlesworth et a/.t

Conclusions

The coalescent approach appears promising for addressing some questions abd

the effects of Ua"tgrouni setection on linked neutral variation. Our analysb

suggests that, under tfr"e multiplicative T:9"1' 
the effects of background selectim

may not depend on,t" seleition coefficients, but instead on the total rate d

production of deleterious mutants of strong effect per recombinational map dfot'

tance. Tajimu', p .tuti'tit upp"*' to be-relativeiy unaffected by backgrord'

selection in large popoiuriorr.'rrrese results are tentative, based on approximr-

tions with uncertain i""o.u"y or on simulations with relatively few parames

combinations- Furttrer wort< is required' In addition' it is important to examirc

non-multiplicative models and models with weaker selective effects'
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